
Welcome back, we see you have questions regarding the chakra system and how that will assist in the 

ascension process. Yes. Will they be necessary? 

We say yes, the chakra and the aura are most important, they are the keys to the portals each one 

containing their resonance frequency. 

Just relax again remember the flow, we are patient with you, be patient with yourself… 

Can you please tell me how to utilize the chakras in order to bring others and myself into the higher 

vibration of the fifth dimensional reality.  

So, when you go into the chakra as we see you go from the outer wheel to the inner wheel that 

connection spot to the spine is the portal, the doorway. Right now you are witnessing only two 

extensions of that portal the day to day and the past and the past incarnations, you are focusing on the 

north and south linear plane, but connected to the neurological energetic system there is electricity 

within the body which you can draw out of the crown chakra, each being an individual strand connected 

to both sides of the chakras you plug yourself in. Allow the connections the etheric threads to reach high 

into the universal source energy, like turning on multiple switches simultaneously. Connect those 

threads to the universal source energy then you are plugged in. Not only are you running from the fifth 

dimension, but you are also in direct communication with us. We can share the information like an 

ethernet cable so this way you are readily receiving the information, just allow the self to back up and 

then we can share even more with you, we are here to serve you to the next step  

Can I do this for others,  

Yes, you can how do you say give them a taste of a new potential, again they have to walk through the 

door, you are actually showing them the access point for themselves, it is good to access and awaken 

their pineal gland.  

This seems like such a challenge. 

Of course, it has been dormant for what may appear centuries for your people just keep working it until 

the pressure is released and the light can come through this of the golden kernel  

Is there any information that needs to be adapted to the chakras, you are wise by having the humans 

lower their first second and third chakras, yes you have to be connected to Aria but you have to center 

yourself and hold your inner and outer space, unwavering, by teaching them to ground you are giving 

them permission to relearn themselves and the connection to the planet, so many have forgotten this, 

We are how do you say sad, but at the same time we are happy to see the number of humans, listening 

and trying to reconnect to mother earth, she is aware of this and she shall protect those who seek her 

out.  

How can you keep that pulsation with earth and then connected to the higher self and us/ourselves? 

Simultaneously, through meditation, you are the conduit the channel for this connection, it is so 

peaceful here, of course, here you receive all the love from the entire universe enveloping you like a 

blanket of stars, we love you, we feel you, we are so happy that you have chosen to be a participant,  

We are on this journey together in the now moment, embrace it enjoy and allow it to happen.  

Enough for now. 


